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We analyze the problem of a jury that must rank a set of contestants whose socially 
optimal ranking is common knowledge among jurors who may have friends among the 
contestants and may, therefore, be biased in their friends’ favor. We show a natural 
mechanism that is finite and complete informational, with no simultaneous moves (i.e., 
it is solvable by backward induction), which implements the socially optimal ranking with 
subgame perfect equilibria.
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1. Introduction

This paper considers the problem of a jury that must decide the top z ranks of n(≥ z) contestants when the jurors may 
be biased. The socially optimal ranking has already been determined and is common knowledge among all jurors, but not 
verifiable. We can expect that the jurors are impartial in their evaluation of contestants they have no special interest in. 
However, each juror may have a stake in several contestants (e.g., some of them may be the juror’s friends). As a result, the 
juror may prefer a different ranking than the socially optimal one. An example of this problem is a committee composed of 
professors that must rank students applying for scholarships. We can presume that professors know the true ranks but may 
favor their own students in the committee process. Examples of this problem can also be found in gymnastics competitions 
or competitive shows of foods, crafts, art, and so on. This paper examines the conditions where a jury can determine 
the true socially optimal ranking and considers related collective decision-making methods, based on a mechanism design 
approach.

Amorós et al. (2002) conducted the first study on this problem. They consider this problem in a framework where each 
juror is assumed to be biased in favor of a unique and distinct contestant and show that the socially optimal ranking is Nash 
implementable. Amorós (2009) considers a framework with a wider class of preferences—for example, a juror with one or 
more “friends” (contestants the juror would want to benefit) and “enemies” (contestants the juror would want to prejudice). 
Given this wide range, he provides the necessary and sufficient condition for the jury to determine the socially optimal 
ranking with respect to several equilibrium concepts, using decision-making methods similar to the canonical mechanism 
in Maskin (1999).
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However, in the context of mechanism design theory, the canonical mechanism and other similar mechanisms have 
been criticized for the unnatural structures and the complexity of equilibrium strategies.2 In this regard, Amorós (2011)
studies implementation possibilities with a simpler mechanism by restricting the framework to a scenario in which each 
juror has a unique and distinct favorite contestant and the jury decides only the top rank (i.e., z = 1). He shows a 
natural extensive-form mechanism where the jurors decide, one by one, who would be the top contestant, leading ulti-
mately to the socially optimal ranking with subgame perfect equilibria. Theoretically, this mechanism has a finite strategy 
space, and jurors have perfect information and make no simultaneous moves; thus, the subgame perfect equilibria in this 
mechanism are calculated by backward induction. This means that the jurors can easily understand the equilibrium strate-
gies.3

This paper examines the implementation in a natural mechanism framework where the jurors have one or more friends, 
and the ranking is an arbitrary length. That is, we consider a more natural mechanism than that of Amorós (2009) in a 
more general framework than that of Amorós (2011). More precisely, we consider a class of preferences that are impartial 
except for friends, where a juror may have friends (but no proper enemies) and may want to rank them higher than they 
truly are. However, the juror would never want to do so for unfriendly contestants. We provide the necessary condition for 
implementation of a socially optimal ranking; for each pair of contestants, there exists at least one juror who would certainly 
not be friendly with both contestants. In addition, we show that this is also a sufficient condition for implementation with 
subgame perfect equilibria; thus, this is a necessary and sufficient condition. Further, we provide a natural mechanism that 
implements the socially optimal ranking.

In this mechanism, the jury sequentially decides the ranking from top to bottom, selecting the most appropriate contes-
tants, among those not ranked, for each position. Specifically, for each unranked contestant, the jury gathers jurors who are 
certainly not friends with the contestant, and the jurors, with equal rights to make a decision, sequentially vote on whether 
the contestant is appropriate for the position. The strategy space in this mechanism is also finite, and the jurors have perfect 
information and make no simultaneous move; thus, this mechanism can be easily solved by backward induction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define a problem in which a jury decides ranking introducing a 
class of preferences that are impartial except for friends. We also define implementation of a socially optimal ranking, and 
give the necessary condition for its implementation. In Section 3, we describe the mechanism that implements the socially 
optimal rankings with subgame perfect equilibria. Finally, we discuss some impartiality conditions, present a few variants 
of our mechanism, and interpret our ranking problem in Section 4.

2. Setup

Let N be a set of n contestants, where n ≥ 2. For each positive integer l ≤ n, a sequence π = (π1, π2, . . . , πl) of con-
testants is a ranking (with length l) if for each m, m′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}, πm = πm′ implies m = m′ . Let Π(l) be the set of all 
rankings with length l. The jury J is a set of jurors who must decide the final ranking with a prospectively defined length z, 
with 1 ≤ z ≤ n. Let Π = {∅} ∪ [⋃z

l=1 Π(l)], where ∅ means no contestant is ranked. The socially optimal ranking in Π(z)
is common knowledge among jurors in J .4 However, it is not verifiable. For each π ∈ Π and each a ∈ N , pπ

a denotes the 
position of a in the ranking π ; that is,

pπ
a =

{
m if πm = a,

l + 1 if a /∈ ⋃
πi,

where l is the length of π . Here, the second line of the formulation shows that all unranked contestants are, for convenience, 
considered identically positioned, posterior to ranked contestants.

Each juror j ∈ J has a preference relation (i.e., a complete and transitive pairwise relation) R j on the set of final rankings, 
namely Π(z). Let R j be the set of all preference relations and R = ∏

J R j . We assume that for each juror j, N can 
be divided into two groups—a group composed of contestants with friendly relationships to j and a group composed of 
contestants in whom the juror has no stake—and each juror j is impartial expect for friends in the following sense: j prefers 
a modified ranking to a ranking where a contestant who is not j’s friend is unjustly ranked highly as compared with the 
socially optimal ranking. Let I j ⊆ N be an impartial set of j: the set of the contestants in whom j has no stake. Thus, any 
contestant in I j is not j’s friend. The following is the formal definition:

Definition 1 (Impartiality except for friends). Suppose that j’s impartial set is I j and the socially optimal ranking is π T . 
Then, R j ∈ R j is impartial except for friends with respect to I j and π T iff for each (a, b) ∈ N × I j with pπ T

a < pπ T

b and each 
π, π ′ ∈ Π(z), such that

2 See, for example, Jackson (1992); Jackson et al. (1994); Sjostrom (1994).
3 Glazer and Perry (1996) also state these properties as reasons that their mechanism seems to be intuitive and simple.
4 All results (including those in Appendices A and B.) hold even when the commonly-known socially optimal order on contestants is longer than z—the 

length of the ranking that the jury must decide—by defining impartiality at Definition 1 in accordance with the longer order, while assuming that its length 
is equal to z for simplicity.
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